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1. Tupicality of the problem
,*,gricultur* 1* *n* of the industries that produces and supplies a significant pafi

of the population's food. This defines it as attractive in the eyes of potential

invesrois, despite the slower recovery of invested capital. The interest is also

maintained due to tlre possibility of receiving sr*rbsidies that countries provide

rvithin the framework of their national policy and fi'om ELI funds, in line rvith the

priarities for rhe developmenr af agriculture and rural &reas, es part of econonric

development, Strategic risk management in the investment prCIcess of agricultural

holdings makes it possible to avoid in the long term distortion of market relations

and to create problems in ensuring the t'ood supply of the population.

This defines the der,oeloped problem as very topical, snd the dissenation wr:rk

provides opportunities for in:rproving the strategic risk management in the

inve$tment process of agricultural holdings.

2. Goal, tasks, thesis and methods of the stutly
I consider the goal of the study to be correctly formulated" A systemetic

approach is applied, in which, based on analysis and evaluation of the existing

methods for sirategic management ot'the investn:ent process, a proposal fbr

reliable tools fbr improving investment management is made.

The tasks of the study are systematically arranged to achieve the purpose

of the study, and their numbcr is sullicient to be able to offer a solution tCI thc

management problem in the dissertation work.



The thesis is formulated con'ectly and allorvs to express the indisputable
adrranta$es of the approach of strategic risk management in the investment
process in agriculture &s a reliable tooi t'o. achieving the maximum effect of
investments.

The object of study are agricultural holdings to rvhich solutions to the
manegement problem should be prnposed.
- The approach of the stucly is based on the one hand on the neoclassical

theory ofthe enterprise, in which the eitect of investments made in the agricuitural
holding is considered as a result of the use of the rnain factors of production -
Iand, labor', capital and entrepreneurship, coruectly indicating the restrictions
related to the equilibrium af the market, adequate legislation, etc.

On the other hand, the Institntianal Theory is used, which assesses the
competitiveness of agricultural enterprises, taking into account the level of
trsnsaction costs in their organizction and mansgement, The approach is
implernented in the fbllowing sequence: the main types of transaction in which
fbrm managers are involved are defined, then the level of costs for these main
types of transactions is determined.

The sources of information in accordance rvith the tasks include the study
of conlempCIrery scientific publications arrd works of Bulgarian and foreign
authors in the field of strategic inr,estment management, ner.r,sletters of
international organieations, repofts and builetins of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food, FAO data, as well as a number of regulations.

Ow'n ernpirical information about the survey wa$ collected, as well as
results of questionnaire surueys conductsd at farn: level on questionnaires
prepared by the author, using a sampling method.

3, Visualization of the resnlts obtained
The presentation of the dissertation is well structured in an introduction,

three chapters and a conclusion, in a volume of l?5 pages, used literature and
applicatiorts. The study is illustrated u.ith l0 figures and 5 tables, 143 literature
sources were cited.

4. Discussiou of results and literature used

The dissertation presents a slrmn'lar)' of the rnodern rnethodology for
strategic risk management in agricultural investment decision-nraking, with a
fucus on small tnrms. The link betrveen innovation and the possibilities in
decisionmaking from the point ol'r,ierry of their application on agricultural
holdings is hightighted.

The advantages and disadvantages of traditional investment evaluation
methods are analyzed. The relationshipletrveen uneertainty in farm ntanagemenr
and investments in the direction of difterent approaches '"vith risk analysis is
revealed. '



The theoretical consideratian of risk manegexlent strategies is the basis for
applying the real options method to tire as$essrnent of strategic investments. The
main emphasis is placed on strategies fbr rnanaging market risk based on futures
and insurance contracts.

On the basis of the nerv institutional economic theory and rransaction costs,
the logic fbr concluding effective insurance contracts in agriculture is considered
in methodological tenxs. The information asymmetry of market fbilures is
analyzed. The role of government is seen in ternrs of agricultural uncertainty
depending on whether the country's economy provides the most appropriate "set"
of markets. The role of govemment in this process is defined.

A comparative analysis af traditional rnethads of analysis and that of real
options is made. Traditional investr:rent r.'aluation methods take ir:to account the
future with a cenain degree of certaintl,, rvhich implies a passir.e approach to
investment analysis, Traditional models, such as net present value, suggest that
man&gers lack the flexibiiity to change investment choices and the decision is
"all" or "nothing".

Real options anaiysis as an investment decision tool outperfarms other
similar instruments in qr.rantiliing unceflainty and correctly models rnanagement
flexibility, rvhich can be as t-ollorvs: "ql.rit," "exercise," or "\ry&it." From a
theoretical point of vierv, an analysis of the application of real options has been
made.

The author's contribution is the results of his own sunrey.
On the basis of the analysis, conclusions are sumrnarized that highlight the

contribution moments of the research in the dissertation.

5. Contributions of the dissertstion
I accept the reference to the contributions of the dissenation indicated by

the author and I allou'rn1,self to group them as follorvs:
Scien tific contri butions
t. The theoretical nature of investment risk in agriculture is clarified;
?. A conceptual frame*'ork for risk analysis and assessmsnr in the

investment process in agriculture has been developed and proposed;
Scienti{ic and applied contributians
l. The main tnethods for risk rnanagement in the investment process in
agriculture are analyzed and evaluaied;
!. A strategy for nranaging irrvestment risk in agriculttrre, based on the
real options method, is proposed.

6. Critical remarks and questions
It{o signifrcant contradictions and omissions were found in the text of the

r.vork. There are admitted typicat for this type of research generalizations that
shorv the preparedness of the doctoral utuA"rri in the field of-research. There are
some minor technical and spelling errorsr the elimination of which requircs



greater precision. I recommend as is customary in some universities that the

dissenation r,vork be printed as a book, rvhich rvould altorv a wider range of
readers to becorne familiar r,vith the results obtsined.

7. Published articles and citstions
The submitted publisations are fion'r ?0?3, thel, are available at the links

tisted on the lnternet. They present elements and results of the research. Citations

to the publications submitted rvere not established.

The autoabstract refiects the content of the disserlation and meets the

accspled requirements

CONCLUSION
On the basis of the documents attached by- the doctoral student, the

presented research, can'ied out according to the relevant research rnethods and the

results obtained, the analyzes performed and the conclusions formulated,I believe

that ths dissertation presented is a completed scientific study and meets the

requirements of the LA$DB and the Rules of the AU t'or its application, which
gives mE reasCIn to evaluate it POSITIYELY.

I would like to propose to the vsnerable Scientific Jury to vote positively and

au,ard to Lela Slave Krstevska PhD ir: the scientific specialty "Organization and

Management of Production" (agriculture and subsectors).
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